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By fixing a set of allowed actions according to current context state, fa is

doing something similar to what adjacency pairs, reactive pressures, discourse

expectations or dialogue obligations are supposed to do: telling agent AÍ

which could be next action on the basis of actions already performed. For

instance, if context state contains the string 'hello' produced by agent AI,

•02 will contain as the current set of permitted actions for AS those that will
generate strings as 'hello,' 'hi,' 'good morning' or any other greeting, but it

will not contain rules whose result was 'bye' or 'see you.' This is, since AI

has introduced in context state a greeting, A% is constrained, by its mapping
•02, to produce another greeting.

Notice that fa : Vg x V^ —* 1R{ does not contain a sm<//e'rule allowed

for AJ at a given moment, but, on the contrary, it specifies a set of permitted
actions from which A,- can choose one to apply on environmental string. This

fact fits with the idea pointed out by almost .every researcher that has dealt
with adjacency pairs: a first part of an adjacency pair does not necessarily

select only a single class of second pair parts; rather given a first pair mem-

ber, a second pair member should be selected from the class of alternative
second pair members. It is precisely this fact the one that makes conversation
predictable and unpredictable at the same time. We know, for example, that
after an offer an acceptance or a refusal are expected but we cannot assure

which of them will be produced.

From all the above follows that, in general, fa could be viewed as a coun-
terpart in our formal framework of adjacency pairs and related notions. It

seems that, in principle, such mapping could carry out the task of deter-

mining according to a given action which actions are expectable next. But,
before closing this section, let see if our Conversational Grammar System

can account for what is considered by Sacks and Schegloff the basic rule of

adjacency pair:

'Given the recognizable production of a first pair part, on its
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13.2. MODELLING CONVERSATION 303

first possible completion its speaker should stop and a next speaker

should start and produce a second pair part from the pair type of

which the first is recognizably a member. ' [ScheglofF fe Sacks, 1973,

p. 296].

In Conversational Grammar Systems we could understand the above rule

in the following way: An agent produces an action (first pair part) on the

environmental string; state of context after the performance of such action

matches stop condition p\ of agent A\ (this is, it recognizes the production

of a first pair part and stops). At the same time, context fits start conditions

7T2 of agent A2 which starts its activity and produces, according to its current

action set i/>2> an allowed action, this is, a second pair part.

Adjacency pairs, reactive pressures, dialogue obligations, discourse expec-

tations and other related notions have been proposed as different concepts to

account for the same fact: predictability of some specific utterances on the

basis of preceding ones. Here, we have tried to show that i/>,- could be con-

sidered as a formal language counterpart of the same idea: to constrain the

set of allowable actions according to current context state. By accounting for

such idea in our framework -assuming the simplification and abstraction that

any formalization implies- we could consider that we have overcome another

important stage in our odissey of providing a Grammar Systems model for

conversation.

13.2.5 Keeping Coherence

It may seem a truism to say that participants in a conversation are obligated

to make discourse coherent. If talk is non-coherent, we might hesitate to call

it conversation, mainly if we define conversation as collaborative work to-

ward the construction of a coherent communicative exchange. But to achieve

coherence in a conversation is not at all a trivial matter.
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Some authors have considered that to speak about the same topic is

enough to be coherent. However, if we look at what actually happens in

conversation we will realize that an utterance in conversation does not need

to be about the same thing as every other utterance in conversation in order

to cohere. Given the fact that, in principle, everything in a conversation can

be both potentially related and unrelated to everything else, it is important to

take into account Sacks distinction between talking topically and talking

about some topic:

'Talking topically and talking about some topic chosen by an-

other are not the same sort of thing. Talking topically constitutes

ways of talking which involve attention to 'topical coherence. ' But

one could perfectly well have a sequence of talk in which each per-

son talked with an orientation to talking topically, in a topically

coherent way with the last, in which nonetheless one would find

that each person 'talked on a different topic.' That is to say,

'talking topically doesn't consist of blocks of talk about 'a topic. '

[Sacks, 1992, vol. 1, p. 762].

Very different approaches to conversational coherence can be found in the

literature. An overview of some of these different theories is presented in

[Craig & Tracy, 1983]. Those authors distinguish basically two contrasting

accounts to coherence:

1. a formal account that might attempt to show that coherent conver-

sations can be generated from a set of rules (just as grammarians can

generate sentences from rules);

2. and a strategic account that would assume that conversationalists be-

have strategically in pursuit of their individual goals, and that whatever

structure conversation may have emerged from this process.
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13.2. MODELLING CONVERSATION 305

[Goldberg, 1983] establishes a similar distinction when he speaks about:

1. generative models concerned with formally representing the sequenc-

ing rules that must be obligatory followed if discourse is to be well

formed;

2. and descriptive models that examine, describe, and isolate the var-

ious techniques used for maintaning coherence without later claiming

that these patterns will always occur.

Formally or strategically, by means of a generative model or with a de-

scriptive one, what is clear is that if we want to model conversation, we have

to account for an obvious fact: utterances produced by compentent speakers

usually seem to be connected to each other in orderly and meaningful ways.

How could Conversational Grammar Systems capture such important fact in

conversation?

Coherence in our Formal Framework

In general, authors agree that in order to obtain a coherent conversation it is

not necessary to have a set of speakers talking about the same topic. Speakers

can keep coherence by relating somehow their utterances with previous talk,

without the constraint of speaking about the topic chosen by other partici-

pant. Therefore, to be aware of what has been said in conversation and to

produce utterances allowed by current conversational context could be viewed

as the essential fact in order to get a coherent sequence of talk.

If, as it seems, a sequentially next utterance relies on its immediately pre-

ceding utterances to produce a total coherent cohesive effect, it seems quite

clear that in order to assure coherence in conversation we have to constrain
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speaker to check what has been previously said in conversation, before pro-

ducing his contribution. Bearing in mind this fact, we can look at our formal

framework to see if it contains any device to guarantee coherence.

If we recall Definitions 13.1.3, 13.2.1 and 13.2.4, we will see that we have

included in all of them two functions: \c>{ and •)/>,-. The former accounts for

evolution of agent during the derivation process and makes depend such evo-

lution on the environmental state. The latter refers to agent actions and

selects which actions are allowed at a given moment depending on both en-

vironmental and agent states.

From definitions of those two mappings follows that an agent is always

constrained by state of the environment, this is by what has been already

said during the talk interchange. An agent is allowed to perform only such

actions that are included in its current action set, determined (via mapping

•0;) by the environmental state (which contains, among other things, previous

actions) and by its own state (that has been modified according to context

state, c/?j).

We-could say that by limiting agents in our system to apply only such rules

included in i/),-, we are forcing them to keep coherence. This is, if we allow an

agent to perform only such actions permitted by the state of the environment,

we are implicitly forcing it to cohere with what has been previously done in the

derivation process or, at least, we are forcing it to check which is the state

of conversation before performing any action. In other words, by defining

functions f/ij and c^¿ we are trying to assure that actions performed by agents

are connected to each other, preventing in this way non-coherent sequences

of actions.

If we agree that in order to keep coherence in conversation we have to relate

and connect somehow our talk with utterances produced by our interlocutors

-without being constrained to speak about the same topic-, we could accept

that Conversational Grammar Systems offer a mechanism to account for such
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meaningful connection among utterances: <^¿ and i/>¿. These two mappings,

by relating any agent action with actions already produced in the derivation

process, could guarantee coherence, and therefore, could be considered our

formal counterpart of such important mechanism in conversation.

Summing up, to the question 'How could we keep coherence in Conver-

sational Grammar Systems?' we could answer that our tools for keeping

coherence could be basically two mappings, namely </>¿ and ^>,-.

13.2.6 Closing Conversation

[Clark, 1996] stresses that in any joint action participants must go from the

state of not being engaged in the joint action to being engaged in it and back

out again. This is, every joint action should have three parts: entry, body,

exit. So, if conversation is to be understood as a joint activity, we have to

give account of how participants deal with entrance, development and exit.

In the above sections we have tried to account for the two first issues. Here

we should face the problem of how to finish a conversation, what, in formal

language terms, means to define when derivation process is to be considered

terminated.

Exits from conversations are quite complicated. Notice that participants

in a face-to-face interchange cannot end conversation by simply stopping

speaking at a given point. We have to keep in mind that to engage in a con-

versation is to participate in a cooperative activity, so we cannot do things

on our own, without taking into account what other participants do or want

to do. We have to coordinate our actions with actions of our interlocutors.

And such coordination must be operative also when we try to exit from a

conversation.

So in order to finish a conversation in the 'right way,' participants must

agree that they have nothing else to say, because the topic of conversation
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is complete, because they have already gained the information they needed,

because they have reached consensus, or simply because they do not want to

continue anymore.

It seems, therefore, that ending a conversation is a very tricky task. If we

want to appear as cooperative speakers we should finish conversation with-

out offending other participants with an abrupt close. Several authors -among

them [Clark, 1996]- have suggested that closing sections in conversation con-

sists basically of three different parts: first, participants have to agree that

the last topic is complete, after they have to prepare for their exit and, finally,

they have to break contact. Usually, when we want to close a conversation

we, first, offer a pre-dosing statement like 'yeah' or 'O.K' in order to signal a

readiness to close conversation. Once the last topic is closed, we used to sum-

marize the content of the conversation or to justify ending the interchange at

that moment. And finally we break the contact definitively by an exchange

of 'goodbyes.'

Closings in our Formal Framework

Without casting doubt on the trickyness of closing a conversation, and al-

though being conscious of the difficulty of finishing a face-to-face interaction,

we are constrained again to simplify the problem in order to formalize it. If

we abstract the essence of closing a conversation -leaving aside the intricate

procedure we use whenever we want to exit from it, we could say that to end

a conversation means simply to stop the conversational activity, this is to stop

the utterance of sentences. Our task now is to translate such simplification

of what means to finish a conversation in terms of Conversational Grammar

Systems.

Roughly speaking, to stop of producing utterances in conversation could

be equivalent, in our Conversational Grammar Systems, to stop agejit actions.
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But, notice that to have no agent performing actions on context string does

not mean necessarily that conversation has been finished, it could perfectly

happen that no action step takes place because conversation is blocked.

A conversation can get blocked if no participant produces any utterance.

Think for example in such cases when we are participating in a conversation

and suddenly -after an embarassing question, after an statement that nobody

understand or simply because nobody knows what to say- everybody remains

silent. At that point, we could not say that conversation has finished, because

nobody has explicitly agreed about the end of the interchange, and because

it is quite probable that after a while somebody will produce some new ut-

terance, reviving again the conversation. In such cases, we should not speak

of end of conversation, but of blockage (pause, lapse, interval, silence) in the

talk exchange. Since such cases are not rarely in conversation our formal

framework should also account for them. How could we do it?

In order to account for the above case, it could be enough to define block-

age in the action step of a Conversational Grammar System. Such blockage

would correspond to those situations in which there is no active agent. How-

ever, when we have defined the functioning of our formal framework we have

distinguished two different types of derivation steps: action and evolution.

So, if we want to give a complete view of situations in which the system

can get blocked, we should also account for blockage in the evolution step

of agents. We could say that Conversational Grammar System gets blocked

at an evolution step if current set of evolution rules (<£>,-) of some agent is

empty. Notice that if </?¿ is empty no evolution rule can be applied to agent

string. If no evolution takes place in agent string, agent does not register on

its state new changes produced on the context. This lack of evolution will

have serious repercussions on further action steps, since, after all, agent state

is determinant in the choice of the action to be performed on the environ-

mental state. Therefore, the result of lack of evolution seems clear: If an
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agent does not evolve due to a blockage in evolution step, its actions will not

result as suitable as they should be. Let see which could be the counterpart

in conversation of such evolution blockage we have postulated in our formal

framework.

We have said that through a conversation participants modify somehow

their knowledge, beliefs, suppositions, etc. In general, we could say that par-

ticipants state at the end of the talk exchange is not the same as it was when

they have engaged in conversation. Such changes in the state of speaker,-

this new information obtained through conversation 'updates' somehow their

knowledge. And it is, precisely, such updating the one that help them in

acting in coherence with what is currently happening, what has already hap-

pened or is to happen in conversation. In other words, their understanding

(this is, evolution in our framework) of conversation is what makes them

to produce appropriate sentences and prevents them from uttering absurdi-

ties. But, what happens if one participant does not understand what has

been said in conversation? In general, such non understanding means that

he is not going to produce the sentence that is expected from him. Such

non understanding is equivalent in our model to non-evolution and, as it can

be observed, it has important consequences in further development of the

conversational act (action steps in our system).

By defining Uockage in action step, we have tried to account for situa-

tions in which there is no active agent, this is, for such cases in which no

derivation step is taken place because no agent is performing actions on the

environmental string. But, our initial aim in this section was not to account

for blockage, but for a different type of non-activity. We would like to show,

here, how the problem of closing a conversation could be undertaken in our

formal framework.

We have stiggested above that the difficult task of closing a conversation

could be simplified in order to get a formalization. The simplification we
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have proposed consisted in considering that a conversation is closed if par-

ticipants stop uttering sentences definitely. And we have assimilated such

circumstance in our Conversational Grammar Systems to the non-action of

active agents: if no agent performs actions on the environmental string there

is no derivation process, and the work of the system is considered finished.

However, to associate closing of conversation only with stop of participants

activity without specifying anything else is too general and does not make

justice with what actually happens in conversation. Thus, keeping in mind

our necessity of simplicity, we should add at least one refinement to our above

characterization: we should say that to close a conversation implies that par-

ticipants stop their conversational activity because they have reached their

goal in the talk exchange they have participated in. How could we view such

fact in formal language terms?

In Formal Language Theory, in general, it is considered that a derivation

process terminates whenever a terminal string has been reached. We could

say that T contains such letters which correspond to the knowledge pieces

accepted as solution of the problem. This is, reaching the goal in conversation

could be equivalent to reaching a terminal string in formal languages. In

classical Formal Language Theory there is no problem in determining what

must be considered a terminal string. We deal with one grammar that has

one terminal alphabet and according to such alphabet we establish which

string can be viewed as terminal. When we get such terminal string we

consider that the derivation process has finished, because no other rule can

be further applied. But, how to determine the end of derivation process in

our Conversational Grammar System?

Notice that in Conversational Grammar Systems -like in any other vari-

ant of Grammar Systems Theory- we are not dealing with one grammar, but

with a set of rewriting systems. Each of those rewriting systems -the so-

called agents- has its own alphabet and its own string, so that when we try to
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establish the moment in which derivation process should be considered ter-

minated because a terminal string has been obtained, we face the problem of

having several strings over different alphabets with the possibility of having

at a given moment some agents with terminal strings, while others still con-

taining non-terminals in their states. Being things like that, we cannot limit

ourselves to say that derivation finishes when we get a terminal string (as in

classical formal languages), but we have to tackle the issue of determining

which string is to be considered as the reference point to signal the end of

derivation. In other words, we should establish whether it is necessary, in

order to terminate derivation process, that every agent in the system has a

terminal string or if it is enough that just one of them has reached a terminal

state.

At first glance, it seems that it should be possible to distinguish differ-

ent cases in which derivation process in Conversational Grammar System is

finished. We could consider, for example, that derivation is finished if there

is some agent that has reached a terminal string. We could also define the

possibility of ending derivation process just in the case even/ agent in the

system has a terminal state. And we could take into account, as well, such

cases in which derivation is ended if there is a distinguished agent that has

already got a terminal string in its state. Stvmming up, we could distinguish,

at least, three different styles of closing derivation process in Conversational

Grammar Systems. Such styles could be defined as follows:

Definition 13.2.11 Let S = (E, AI, . . . , An) be a Conversational Grammar

System as in Definition 13.1.3. We say that derivation in E is terminated in

• style (ex) iff for AI, ..., An, 3A¿ : to,- € TÍ, I < i < n. \ •

• style (all) iff for AI, ..., An, VA,- : io¿ € TÍ, 1 < ¿ < n.

• style (one) iff for AI, ..., An, A,- : w¡ G T,-, 1 < i < n.
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According to the above definition, we say that a Conversational Grammar

System will stop its functioning in style (ex) if it stops as soon as some agent

AÍ has reached a terminal string. The system will end derivation process in

style (all) if it does not stop till the moment in which every agent in the

system has a terminal string as state. And it will terminate in style (one) if

it stops as soon as one distinguished agent gets a terminal string.

If we want to be coherent with our aim of presenting our framework as a

possible useful tool to describe conversation in terms of Grammar Systems, we

should show that the above styles of finishing derivation in Conversational

Grammar Systems could have a counterpart in what actually happens in

conversation. But before tackle such task, we should answer a question that

probably the reader is posing himself right now: Why to look at agents strings

(wi) in order to establish the end of derivation process instead of checking

the environmental state (WE) that, after all, is the place where agent actions

are performed?

It is true that we have considered the possibility of viewing conversation in

terms of context changes, and that according to such view we have said that

in our framework agents perform their actions on the environmental string.

Taking into account that actions are performed on context state it could seem

more sensitive, at first sight, to consider that the state that should determine

the end of derivation process is the string of the environment (WE). This is,

we could say that as soon as WE is terminal, derivation process has finished.

However, if we think that agents are the ones who carry out action steps,

and that continuation or stopping of derivation process (action) depends on

having agents acting on WE ox not to have them, this is, if we consider that,

at long last, derivation process is on agent hands, it seems more realistic to

make depend the end of derivation on agent strings.

Notice that, to consider WE as the reference point to establish the end of

derivation process could be interpreted as something like to admit that con-
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versation (reflected in WE) has a limit, and that as soon as we reach such limit

(terminal string in our terms) we cannot go further. However, the idea we

want to put here is just the opposite one: in principle length of conversation

is not prespecified in advance. There is nothing that establishes how long a

conversation must last. This is, there is nothing in WE that impede to go

on with derivation process if agents want to. Actual length of conversation

(this is, length of derivation process) is determined by participants (agents)

in face-to-face interaction. Participants decide when conversation has to fin-

ish and they take such decision depending on their states. They will close

conversation in the moment in which they consider that they have fulfilled

their goals in the talk interaction (because they have obtained the information

they wanted, because they cannot or they do not want to say anything else on

the topic, or simply because they want to close conversation). If participants

are the responsible of closing conversation, it follows that in Conversational

Grammar Systems the strings that should determine the end of derivation

process are u>¿ -this is, agent strings- and not WE-

Notice that by taking into account agents strings, in order to determine

when derivation has to finish, does not mean that we are not considering at

all the state of the environment. Agent state is modified during the derivation

process according to changes produced on context string, so those agent states

could be seen as a reflection of environmental state and, therefore, by taking

agents strings as a signal for the end of derivation we are taking into account

context state as well. Remember that evolution of agent strings depends via

mapping (<¿>¿) on the environmental string, so that by looking at agents states

we are considering indirectly state of context.

After that brief parenthesis, let us take up again the issue we were deal-

ing with: how could we interpret in conversational terms acceptance styles

presented in Definition 13.2.11?

We have repeated several times that conversation must be understood as
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a cooperative activity carried out by two or more participants that coordinate

their actions. Coordination of participants actions throughout conversation

is evidenced by facts as turn-taking alternance carried out with no gap and

no overlap or maintenance of thematic coherence through the interchange, for

example. This coordination shown in the body of conversation should be kept

in its closing. This is, we could say that the optimal situation is that one in

which participants mutually agree about the moment in which conversation

must be closed. This situation would correspond to such cases in which every

participant in conversation considers that there is nothing else to be said, that

they have already exhaxisted their conversational topic and that, therefore,

conversation can be closed. Notice that this mutual agreement of participants

about closing conversation could correspond to style (all) defined above.

This is, a conversation -a derivation process, in our model- will be closed in

that precise moment in which every participant -or every agent, 10,- considers

that there is nothing else to be said -or, what is the same, considers that it

has already reached a terminal string.

Style (all), then, could account for such situation in which every par-

ticipant agrees about closing conversation. But, even thought the optimal

closing of conversation -as a cooperative activity- would be this one in which

everybody accepts the end of the talk interchange, we know that sometimes

conversations are closed because some participant iii the exchange refuses to

continue conversational activity. It is not difficult to find conversations in

which one participant still having things to say but his interlocutor decides

on his own -and in a little cooperative way- that conversation must be closed

because he cannot, or he does not want to, continue speaking anymore. Such

cases in which there is no general agreement about closing, but where just

some participants decide to close the talk exchange, could be assimilated to

style (ex) in Definition 13.2.11. Notice that, according to such definition,

we would consider that derivation is finished whenever there exist some agent
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which, has reached a terminal string. We do not required every agent to have

a terminal string but just some of them. Therefore, such definition could

describe conversations in which some participants decide to close the inter-

change even thought there exist the possibility that some of their interlocutors

still having things to say, what, in formal language terms, would be equivalent

to still having non-terminals in their states.

So, with styles (all) and (ex) we could account for the above two clos-

ings in conversation: general agreement of participants about the closing and

particular decision of some of them. But there still a third possibility: what

happens when one specific participant decides to close conversation? In this

case we are not speaking about mutual agreement neither about the deci-

sion of some arbitrary participants. Here, we are saying that there is one

distinguished participant and that conversation will be closed as soon as he

decides to do it. Think for example in conversations established in order to

get some information. In general, we could say that such type of conversa-

tions are closed as soon as the person who is asking obtains the information

he requires. This is, in such cases, the conversational activity would last as

long as the distinguished participant who is asking considers necessary. So, in

those conversations participant x is the one that will determine the closing of

conversation. Something similar happens in those conversations that have a

participant who initiates the dialogue with the aim of achieving some under-

lying goal, such as reaching a decision or setting up a meeting. In those cases,

conversation will be closed as soon as the distinguished participant that has

initiated the dialogue fulfills its underlying goal. Such circumstances could

be described by style (one) of Definition 13.2.11. This style models the case

in which derivation is finished because participant AÍ has reached a terminal

string, this is, because such distinguished participant has decided that there

is nothing else to be said and that conversation has to be closed.

Summing up, styles (all), (ex) and (one) could account for three different
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ways of closing a conversation. They could refer, respectively, to such cases

in which a conversation is closed by mutual agreement of all the participants,

those in which some conversationalists decide to end the exchange indepen-

dently on the fact that the rest of speakers still having something to say, and

those in which one distinguished participant has conversation on his hands

with the possibility of closing talk interaction as soon as he has fulfilled his

goals.

In this section, we have tried to answer in terms of Conversational Gram-

mar Systems to the question 'When is a conversation closed?' We have seen

that, in general, the closing of a conversation could be assimilated to the

stop of conversational activity and, therefore, it could have its parallel in our

formal framework in the stop of derivation process. However, we have seen

that to have no active agent performing actions on context string could not

mean necessarily that derivation process has been successfully ended. Stop

of agent actions could be due to a blockage of the system: we have not got

a terminal string but no rule can be further applied. In order to account

more adequately for closings in face-to-face interactions, we have refined our

characterization by stating that to close a conversation could mean, in our

formal framework, to terminate derivation process because a terminal string

has been reached. Notice that obtaining of a terminal string could be paral-

leled to such point in conversation when participants have reached consensus

or have gained the information they needed. Taking into account that in

Conversational Grammar Systems we deal not with one string, but with a set

of strings representing each agent in the system, we have been constrained to

face the problem of determining which string should be checked in order to

establish the end of derivation process. The result has been Definition 13.2.11

that, by establishing three different ways of finishing derivation process, aims

to account for a like number of closings in conversation.
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13.3 Bringing Together Picture & Definitions

In the above sections we have defined step by step every component that

builds up Conversational Grammar Systems. We have provided formal def-

initions for the functioning of our framework and for language generated by

it. Those definitions are sparse throughout this chapter because they have

been presented depending on the aspect of conversation we wanted to ac-

count for at every moment. Now, in order to have an all-embrancing view of

Conversational Grammar Systems we collect together all the definitions that

make up the framework we are proposing here as a formal language model

for describing face-to-face interactions.

Definition 13.3.1 A Conversational Grammar System of degree n, n > 1,

is an (n + I)-tuple:

S = (E, Ai,...,

where

— VE is an alphabet,

— PE is a finite set of rewriting rules over VE-

AÍ = (K-, PÍ-, RÍ, j TÍ, Pi), I <ï<n,

— Vi is an alphabet,

— PÍ is a finite set of rewriting rules over Vi,

— TTj is start condition,
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— pi is stop condition,

— 7T¿ and pi are predicates on VE. We can define the following special

types of predicates. We say that predicate a on V* is of

* type (a) iff a(w] = true for alï w e V^,

* type (re) iff there are two subsets R and QofV and o~(w) =

true iff w contains all letters of R and w contains no letter of

Q,
* type (A') iff there are two words x and x' over VE and a(w) —

true iff x is a subword of w and x' is not a subword of w,

* type (K'} iff there are two finite subsets R and Q of V* and

<T(U>) = true iff x all words of R are subwords of w and no

word of Q is a subword ofw,

* type (C) iff there is a regular set R over VE and a(w) — true

Items of the above definition have been interpreted as follows:

• E represents the environment described at any moment of time by a

string WE, over alphabet VE, called state of the environment. State of

the environment is changed both by its own evolution rules PE and by

actions of agents of the system, A,-, 1 < i < n.

• AÍ, 1 < i < n, represents an agent. It is identified at any moment by a

string of symbols to,- over alphabet V¿ which represents its current state.

Such state can change by applying evolution rules from P¿ which are

selected according to mapping ^>t- and depend on the state of the envi-

ronment. AÍ can modify the state of the environment by applying some

of its action rules from RÍ which are selected by mapping ?/>, and depend

both on the state of the environment and on the state of the agent itself.

Start/Stop conditions of A,- are determined by TT¿ and /o¿, respectively.
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AÍ will start/stop its actions if context matches TT¿ and /j¿. Start/stop

conditions of A¿, can be of different types: (a) states that an agent

can start/stop at any moment, (re) means that it can start/stop only

if some letters are present/absent in the current sentential form. And

(/í), (li') and (C) denote such cases where global context conditions

have to be satisfied by the current sentential form.

Definition 13.3.2 A state of a Conversational Grammar System

£ = (E, AI, . . . , An), n > 2, is an n + l-tuple

a = (wE]Wi,.. .,wn),

where WE € Vg is the state of the environment, and iot- € V*, 1 < i < n,

is the state of agent A¿. •

Functioning of a Conversational Grammar Systems consists in changing its

states, this is, in modifying the strings that identify agents and environment.

Direct changes of a state in Conversational Grammar Systems can be

of two kinds: evolution steps and action steps. Evolution and action

alternate during the functioning of the system.

Definition 13.3.3 An agent A,- ¿s said to be active in state cr = (WE', Wi,w-¿,

. . . , wn) if the set of its current action rules, that is, I/JÍ(WE, u>i), is a nonempty

set.

Definition 13.3.4 By an action of an active agent A, in state cr =

. . . , wn} we mean a direct derivation step performed on the environmental

state WE by the current action rule set I¡>Í(WE,WÍ) of A¿.
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Definition 13.3.5 Let a = (WE\ u>i, . , . , ton) ana a1 = (w'E; w[, . . . , w'n) be

two states of a Conversational Grammar Systems S = (E, AI, . , . , An], We

say that a' arises from a by a simultaneous action of active agents A^, . . . , A,-r,

where {¿1? . . . , ¿r} C {1, . . . , n}, i j ^ ¿¿, /or j ^ k, I < j, k < r, onto the state

of the environment WE, denoted by a ==^s <r', iff

. . . xr and w'E — y\yi . . . yr, where Xj directly derives y j by

using current rule set i¡)i(wElw^} of agent A Í - , 1 < j < r

there is a derivation

WE = AÍ, wr = wE

such that, for 1 < j < r TT¡.(WJ^I) = true and PÍJ(WJ] = true. And for

f € {t, < k, > k} the derivation is

WE = .r wr=wE

such that, for 1 < j < r, ^(wj^i) = true11, and

Vi, 1 < i < n.

Definition 13.3.6 Let E = (E, AI, ..., An] le a Conversational Grammar

System. And let WE = X\X^...XT and w'E = y\y-i...yT be two states of the

environment. Let consider that w'E directly derives from WE by action of

active agent A{, 1 < i < n, as shown in Definition 13.3.5. We write that

<k
a ==^A. w'E iff cr =$-AÍ WE for some k' < k,

1:IIn this latter case the stop condition Pi(u>j} = true is replaced by the stop condition

given the /-mode.
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a- = |̂f w'E iff a- =*• j w'E for some k' > fc,

a ° i.
cr =>-¿. Wjg {/f cr =4-¿. tug /or some fc,

o a a
cr =r-^4j w# ¿jff cr =r-¿i w'E and there is no z ^ y with y =^. z

In words, < k- derivation mode represents a time limitation where A¿ can

perform at most k successive actions on the environmental string. > k-

derivation mode refers to the situation in which A,- has to perform at least

'k actions whenever it participates in the derivation process. With *-mode

we refer to such situations in which agent A¿ performs as many actions as it

wants to. And finally, i-derivation mode represents such cases in which A¿

has to act on the environmental string as long as it can.

Definition 13.3.7 Let cr = (WE',WI, . . . ¡wn} and cr' — (w'^w^. . . ,w'n] be

two states of a Conversational Grammar System S = (E, AI, . . . , An). We

say that cr' arises from a by an evolution step, denoted by a =^s cr', iff

the following conditions hold:

• w'E can be directly derived from WE by applying rewriting rule set Pg;

• w'i can be directly derived from w'^ applying by rewriting rule set c^¿

K t < n.

Definition 13.3.8 Let S = (jE, AI, ..., An) be a Conversational Grammar

System as in Definition 13.3.1. Derivation in S terminates in

style (ex) iff for AI, ..., An; B A,- : iü¿ G T¿, 1 < i < n.

style (all) iff f or AI, ...,An, VA¿ : iü¿ 6 T¿, 1 < i < n.

style (one) iff for AI, ..., An, A; : Wi G T¿, 1 < i < n.
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According to the above definition, derivation process ends in style (ex) if

there is some agent AÍ that has reached a terminal string. It ends in style (all)

if every agent in the system has a terminal string as state. And it finishes in

style (one) if there is one distinguished agent whose state contains a terminal

string.

Definition 13.3.9 Let S = (E, AI, ... ,An) le a Conversational Grammar

System and let <TO be a state o/S.

By a state sequence (a derivation) starting from an initial state O~Q of

E we mean a sequence of states {cr,-}£Í0, where

• cr,- =%>s <ri+i, for i = 2j, j > 0, and

• o-i =^>z o-i+i, for i - 2j + 1, j > 0.

Definition 13.3.10 For a given Conversational Grammar System S and an

initial state CTQ o/S we denote the set of state sequences o/S starting from

<T0 by. SeqÇE, cr0).

The set of environmental state sequences is

SeqE(Z, O-Q) = {{WEÍ}ÍÍI \ {^iJi^o 6 Seq(S, CTQ), ffi = (WEÍ; WH, ...,

W ni}}.

The set of state sequences of the j-th agent is defined by

E, <TO) = {{wji}^ | {<r,-}^o tr¿ =

Definition 13.3.11 For a given Conversational Grammar System S <zra¿ an

initial state <r0 o/S, ¿^e language of the environment z's
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, (T0) = {WE

and ¿fee language of j-th agent is

, <r0), «r,- =

/or j = 1,2, . . . , n.

-, <TO) describes the behavior of the system, this is the possible state

sequences, following directly each other, starting from the initial state.

5'egi;(S, <J0) and S'eg^S, cr0) are the corresponding sets of sequences of the

states of the environment and of the states of j -ill agent, respectively.

LB(S,CTO) and Lj(E,cr0} correspond to those states of the environment

and to those states of the j-th agent, respectively, that are reachable from

the initial configuration of the system.

The above formal apparatus constitutes what we have been calling Con-

versational Grammar System. The following example illustrates how the

framework works.

Example 13.3.12 Consider the following Conversational Grammar System

where

= {a,x,y},

= {a —>• 62,6-> a2, a; -> ce,y
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AI = (Vl , PL , RI , </?l , V'l , TTi , />! ) m

- ^ = {c},

p\

(P2,

v, =
p2 =

{a -> s),

) = PI /or every w G Vg,

j u ) = RI for w G {a,x,y}* and u — c, otherwise

írwe /or a// ID G Vg,

true for all w G Vgj,

= {6

7T2

p-2

= P2 /or even/ tu e T^,

; u) = Pt2 /or u; e {ò, a;, y}*

¿rue /or a// tu G V^,

true for all w G V¿.

u = d, otherwise = 0,

Suppose, that PE, PI and P2 contains rules of an OL system applied in a

parallel way. Consider that rules in RI and R2 are pure context-free produc-

tions applied sequentially.

Let us suppose that the system is working in the arbitrary mode *. And

let take as initial state o/S the following one:

cr0 = ( a 3 ] c , d ) .
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Then, a possible derivation in S could be the following one.

(a3; c, d)

(y a6 x] c, d) =

a T" r1 /A —tt/ • O. Cu I —

ÏCï 3C j C. i

(64a;; c, d) 3a:; c, d)
*
's

Notice, that we alternate action and evolution steps. At every action step

one of the agents rewrites one symbol of the environmental state, while in

evolution steps both environmental and agent states are rewritten according

to OL rules.

After having presented Conversational Grammar System definitions and

after having showed with an example how such formal device could work,

we think that it is worth to close this summary section with figure 13.4 that

offers a graphic view of our formal framework.
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AGENTS
<¿>2 evolution

rules

description

PE

action
1rules

n description

evolution
rules

ENVIRONMENT

Figure 13.4: Conversational Grammar Systems
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Chapter 14

Conversation &¿ Conversational

Grammar Systems

In Chapter 13 we have presented Conversational Grammar Systems. We have

tried throughout that chapter to justify every definition of our framework ad-

ducing some aspect of conversation that could be described using the formal

tool we were defining at that moment. We have tried to show how Conversa-

tional Grammar Systems could offer counterparts of some basic elements and

mechanisms operative in conversation: Participants and context could find

their analogues in agents and environment (cfr. section 13.1); development

of conversation could be described as a derivation process which alternates

action and evolution steps (cfr. section 13.2.1); turn-taking system could be

accotinted for by means of modes of derivation and internal control (cfr. sec-

tion 13.2.3); adjacency pairs could be controlled thanks to mapping ?/>; (cfr.

section 13.2.4); coherence could be kept because of the presence of ?/>¿ and </?;

(cfr. section 13.2.5); closing of conversation could be defined as the obtaining

of terminal strings in every or some agent (cfr. section 13.2.6); and, finally,

emergent and dynamic nature of conversation could be guaranteed thanks to

the lack of any external control and because of the managing of derivation

329
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process step by step, where agents act in accordance to current state of the

system, adapting their actions to necessities of every moment (cfr. section

13.2.2). The result of such definition task is the formal language framework

we have presented in section 13.3.

From the very beginning we have emphasized that our goal in defining

Conversational Grammar Systems is to show the possible applicability of

Grammar Systems Theory to the description of conversation. We have de-

fended that such theory offers interesting features that could reveal as useful

when applied to model face-to-face interactions. In this chapter, we would

like to offer one more evidence of the possible suitability of Conversational

Grammar System in the task of providing a formal language model for conver-

sation. We will try to see whether our formal framework is compatible with

basic features that have been pointed out as characteristic of conversation.

14.1 Speaker Change Recurs or at least Oc-

curs

One of the most obvious facts in conversation is that there is alternance of

speakers. Participants in conversation alternate at talk in such a way that

through the talk exchange we do not have always the same person speaking,

but every participant in conversation will be sometimes speaker, sometimes

listener. This is, we will find sequences of speakers in which participant A

speaks and stops; participant B starts, speaks and stops, and so on.

Conversational Grammar System could account for such fact of conver-

sation thanks to derivation modes and internal control that establish

such points in which an agent has to stop its activity to allow other agent to

start its own (cfr. section 13.2.3). Notice that, to assure that speaker change

occurs, we should guarantee somehow that whenever a participant starts to
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speak it will stop at some point, giving another participant the possibility

of contributing to conversation. Derivation modes and internal control could

fulfill such task in our formal framework: they limit the time an agent can be

performing actions and constrain it to stop at some given point, guaranteing,

in this way, that agent-change occurs. Since every agent in the system has to

respect both those derivation modes and that internal control, we could say

that agent-change recurs throughout derivation process.

14.2 One Party Talks at a Time

One of the most general principles governing conversation is that one and only

one person speaks at a time. And just as only one person speaks at a time, so

someone speaks at all times. This feature does not vary with the number of

participants in conversation, but holds for every conversation independently

on the number of participants. It holds also across types of conversations,

across different parts of conversation - beginnings, middles, ends- and across

topics. Therefore, we can say that 'One party talks at a time' is a general

formal feature of conversation.

However, as true as that 'one party talks at a time' is the fact that oc-

curences of more than one speaker at a time are common but brief. In fact, in

informal multiparty conversations it is quite common the situation of having

more that one participant speaking at a time. It is not so usual, instead,

to find this situation in a dialogue with only two participants where there is

usually one 'main' speaker at a time, the other speaker being restricted to

simultaneously volunteering marginal contributions, like 'Mmm,' for giving

feedback about attention, understanding, etc.

How could Conversational Grammar System account for such fact? We

have defined in our formal framework simultaneous action of agents on the

environmental state (cfr. Definition 13.2.3). By defining the possibility of
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having a simultaneous action of several agents, we wanted to account for the

actual possibility of having occurrences where more than one speaker talks at

a time. In order to restrict such possibility and be compatible with the fact

that in general one party talks at a time, we have emphasized that, in our

formal framework, the main part of times only one agent will be acting on

the environmental string. And it is function tl>i(wE,Wi} the one that would

control such fact. How? We have introduced the notion of active agent (cfr.

Definition 13.2.2), and we have said that an agent is active only when its

ctirrent set of action rules, ^(lu^u;,), is non empty. So, to say that the

commonest situation in conversation is to have just one party speaking at

a time could be equivalent in our model to say that the main part of times

there is only one agent whose set of action rules is not the empty set.

Summing up, by defining simultaneous action we are agreeing that it is

possible to have.more than one participant performing actions (this is, oc-

currences of more than one speaker at a time), if afterwards we have more

than one agent or just one, it will depend, as always, on current state of the

environment and on the state of the agents, this is, on I¡}Í(WE,WÍ).

Our formal framework could account, as well, for the fact that there is

always someone speaking. Notice that we have emphasized that through

derivation process we have always at least one agent active, because if it was

otherwise, if no agent were active at a given time, we should speak of blockage

of system or end of the derivation process (cfr. section 13.2.6). So, the fact of

considering that something anomalous happens whenever there is no active

agent (blockage), implies that we are implicitly stating that at any moment

of time we have to have at least one agent acting on the environmental state.

From the above follows that, in principle, we could say that Conversational

Grammar Systems could account for such fact of conversation which states

that 'one party talks at a time and that occurrences of more than one speaker

at a time are common but brief. '
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14.3 Transitions with no Gap and no Over-

lap are Common

One of the basic facts of conversation is that roles of speaker and listener

change and that this occurs with little or 110 overlap and with few silences.

Speakers have the ability to place their turn entries with great precision,

in such a way that transitions among turns occurs nearly without overlap and

gap. The ability of speaking without gap and overlap requires a high degree

of skill on the part of participants. They need to be able both to analyse

and understand the ongoing sentence in order to recognize when it is possibly

complete, and to produce immediately a relevant next utterance.

It has been suggested that transitions with no gap and overlap in conver-

sation are possible because both speakers and listeners are sensitive to the

possible completion points of any turn, such that speakers can organize their

talk so as to provide opportunities for listeners to interrupt them and listeners

can anticipate possible places where such interruptions can be done.

We have defended the idea that such sensitivity to completion points -

that guarantees transitions without gap and overlap- could be understood, in

formal terms, as the recognition of some specific traits in the string currently

being produced that allow agents to know that there exists the possibility

that agent change occurs.

In order to account for such ability of speakers, we have endowed agents

in our system with an internal control that establishes start/stop conditions

and that enables agents to know when they can start/stop their activity

according to the string contained in the environmental state at that moment

(cfr. Definition 13.2.9).

We have suggested that such recognition of start/stop conditions could

be paralleled to sensitivity to completion points manifested by participants
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in conversation. Completion points can be recognizable by some features in

the linguistic structure of utterances performed by current speakers; analogu-

ously, stop/start conditions are predicates over VE that permit to recognize

transition places because of the presence/absence of some letters in the envi-

ronmental string.

Summing up, we could say that Conversational Grammar Systems could

account for transitions with no gap and no overlap thanks to the internal
control every agent in the system has and that allows agents to recognize

places where they can start its activity, as well as places where they should

stop their actions and give others the chance to act.

14.4 Turn Order is not Fixed

A very important fact in conversation is that turn order is not fixed but

varies. Distribution of turns is not prespecified in advance, but it is locally

organized.

It is precisely this distribution of turns -locally managed utterance by

utterance- one of the key features that distinguishes conversation from other

types of talk exchanges, where there is a high degree of pre-allocation of

turns such as, for example, church services, formal meetings, debates, etc. In

general it has been said that there is a linear array of turn-taking systems

in which one polar type - exemplified by conversation- involves 'one turn-

at-a-time' allocation; the other pole -represented by debate- involves pre-

allocation of all turns; and medial types -e.g. meetings- that involve various

mixes of pre-allocation and local-alio cation means.

Conversational Grammar Systems have been defined in order to be able

of capturing such non-pre-allocation of turns in conversation. Notice that we

have not defined any external control which establishes which agent must be
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active at any moment. In our framework -as in conversation- who is acting

and when is determined step by step depending on current local features of

the system. This is, in Conversational Grammar Systems the sequence of

active agents is not pre-specified in advance, but it emerges from the current

states of environment and agents.

We could say, therefore, that Conversational Grammar Systems could be

compatible with the fact that distribution of turns in conversation is not

specified in advance, but locally managed.

14.5 Turn Size is not Fixed

The size of a turn in conversation is not fixed, but varies. We could say

that conversation is characterized by variability of turn size. Once you have

acquired the turn to speak you have a strong right to continue speaking

until you voluntary give up the turn. Despite this freedom, conversationalists

usually are conscious that they are participating in a cooperative activity,

and that therefore, they cannot have the floor for ever.

In order to account for such variability of turn size, we have introduced in

our framework different modes of derivation that allow agents to perform a

different number of successive actions whenever they start their activity on the

environmental string (cfr. Definition 13.2.8). Arbitrary mode *, for example,

allows agent to perform as many actions as it wants to. Therefore, if our

framework is working in * mode, once an agent has started its action it will

have the right to continue acting as long as it likes. Other derivation modes, as

< fc, > k and í, account for such 'limits' in turn size conversationalists impose

themselves in order to appear as cooperative participants in conversation.
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14.6 Length is not Specified in Advance

As [Sacks, 1992] points out, there is no specific length that a conversation

takes to be 'a conversation.' There can be enormous variance between two

conversations as to how much was said. We do not have a situation where

some certain amount of talk is required before conversation can or ought to

close. And in no case we can say that length of conversation has been specified

in advance. Length of conversation -as any other thing in such type of talk

exchange- is something determined cooperatively by participants, and decided

according to development of conversation and not previously established.

In order to account for such fact in Conversational Grammar System, we

have made depend ending of derivation process on agents state instead of

relating it to the state of the environment (cfr. Definition 13.2.11). With

such a decision, we have wanted to emphasize the idea that there is nothing

in the string of context -this is, there is nothing implicit in conversation-

that establishes how many actions are necessary in order for conversation to

finish. In other words, there is nothing in WE that impedes agents to go on

with derivation process if they want to.

Actual length of derivation process in our framework -this, is length of

conversation- is determined by agents -this is, by conversationalists. Agents

decide when derivation process has to finish and they take such decision de-

pending on their states. In this way, length of derivation process cannot be

predicted in advance -as length of conversation cannot be predetermined- but

it will depend on the actual development of derivation process.

— Summing up, in our framework as in conversation, length cannot be fixed

in advance, it will depend on participants, who are, after all, the ones that

have in their hands the possibility of going on with the talk exchange -

derivation process- as long as they consider appropriate.
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14.7 What Parties Say is not Specified in

Advance

As [Drew, 1989] points out, a turn at talk is a 'slot in a sequence of moves, '

what fills the slot, what a speaker actually says in that turn is selected by

the speaker from the alternative things which might appropriately go in that

slot.

It is important to emphasize this fact because it constitutes another fea-

ture that differentiates conversation from other types of talk system. In cer-

emonies, for example, what is said by participants is specified in advance. In

debates, the order in which participants talk is directly related to the charac-

ter of what they are to say, the parties being characterizable as 'pro' and 'con.'

In interviews, turns are organized alternatively as 'questions' and 'answers.'

So, in all those speech-exchange systems, turn-taking organization employs

prespecification of what must be done or said in turns. In contrast with those

speech events, in conversation there is no prespecification of content of any

turn. However, the fact that what parties say is not specified in advance does

not imply that there are no constraints on what participants can do at a given

time, in fact such constraints exist.

Conversational Grammar Systems could be compatible also with this fea-

ture of conversation. In fact, when we have said that agent actions are deter-

mined by mapping ?/>¿ -that according to state of the environment and state

of the agent itself establishes which actions are allowable at a given moment-

we have emphasized that such mapping establishes a set of rules from which

agent can choose one to be applied (cfr. Definition 13.1.2). So, our formal

framework does not specify in advance what actions must be performed by

agents, but it only establishes which actions could be acceptable at a given

point, which action is actually performed at that given moment depends on

agent that, after all, is the one who chooses a concrete action from the alter-
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native actions that might be appropriate at that moment.

Summing up, in Conversational Grammar Systems, as in conversation,

what agents actually do -say- is not prespecified in advance, although it is

subject to some constraints determined by current state of the system.

14.8 Corrections are Allowed in Conversa-

tion

A central mechanism in conversation is the one that deals with corrections.

We have emphasized very much that in conversation speakers take into ac-

count what has happened previotisly in the talk interchange in order to behave

in accordance to the current state of conversation. Such tendency of an utter-

nace to attend the immediately previous ones would be of 110 use if we would

not consider the existence of a mechanism that corrects misunderstandings,

mishearings and other types of errors. In fact, this mechanism that allows

corrections or emendations in conversation exists.

[Jefferson, 1987] distinguishes three different types of repair in conversa-

tion:

1. the one in which one participant corrects another;

2. those in which a speaker corrects himself;

3. or those in which soemoiie locates a trouble in another's but leaves it

to that one to the correction.

Independently of who performs the repair, it seems that participants have

the chance of correcting what has been said. Utterances as
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'She was giving me all the people that were gone this year, I

mean this quarter, you know.'

'Did you say'Thursday'?'

'Please, repeat it.'

show that speakers check what they or others have said, having the possibility

of introducing corrections.

How could we understand corrections in Conversational Grammar Sys-

tems? When we have defined components of rewriting systems (cfr. Defi-

nition 13.0.1) -the so-called 'linguistic agents'- we have said that they coxild

be represented by arbitrary rewriting mechanims, among them deletion and

replacement rules. So, taking into account such possibility we could say that

in our formal framework to make a correction is equivalent to apply a deletion

rule that will cancel the symbol that is seen as a mistake.

However, even though it would be possible to use rules that delete wrong

symbols within environmental string in order to do emendations, this would

not be necessary if we take into account that in actual conversation it is

impossible to cancel what has been said, because once we have pronounced

an utterance we cannot go back on time, we cannot convince other speakers

that they have not heard what they have actually heard. In such cases, the

only thing we can do is to add an utterance that modifies or invalidates the

previous one.

Such idea of understanding corrections as addition of some element, in-

stead of deletion, has been already defended in [Bunt, 1994], for example.

This author thinks that corrections are better described not in terms of 're-

vision of context but in terms of the. addition of elements that have the func-

tion of correcting or clarifying something in the preceding linguistic context. '

[Bunt, 1994, p. 25].
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Summing up, by understadiiig them as deletions or by considering that

they are additions, it seems that Conversational Grammar Systems could

account without so many problems for corrections in conversation.

14.9 Final Remarks

The reader could object that the above features are not the only ones that

characterize such predominat type of speaking with which we are familiar

and that we call conversation. Of course, we are conscious that maybe it

is not enough, in order to show the possible suitability of our framework in

conversation, to suggest the compatibility of Conversational Grammar Sys-

tems with some conversational features. Nevertheless, we think that -taking

into account the degree of simplification and abstraction needed in any for-

malization of such a complex system as conversation- to show that our formal

model could be capable of dealing with the above traits, in addition to provide

quite suitable tools for important mechanisms such as turn-taking system or

adjacency pairs, and to supply devices to account for key notions in conver-

sation such as coherence, emergence or dynamism (cfr. chapter 13), besides

the fact of providing definitions for the two essential elements in conversa-

tion (speakers and context) and for its development, emphasizing interaction

among speakers and dependence on context, is a quite strong evidence that

Conversational Grammar Systems could offer a formal language description

of conversations.
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Chapter 15

Conclusions & Future Work

15.1 Conclusions

In this part of our dissertation we have presented one of the three formal

frameworks we want to propose as examples of the possible applicability of

Grammar Systems Theory. Taking as starting point Eco-Grammar Systems

and by extending them to the notion of Eco-Rewriting System, in order to

get a more general device, we have denned a new variant of Grammar Sys-

tems Theory that could reveal itself as a suitable tool for providing a formal

language description of conversation.

We have provided several reasons in order to justify our choice of modelling

conversation instead of any other type of talk exchange. The fact of being

considered the most generalized form of talk and the basic setting for language

use is one of the reasons that impelled us to think of conversation as a possible

candidate to be formalized in terms of Grammar Systems.

Another important fact that has led us to consider face-to-face interactions

is the increasingly interest that the study of conversation has aroused during

the last fifty years in several different disciplines, as Philosophy, Psychol-

ogy, Linguistics, Cognitive Science, Artificial Intelligence, Human-Computer

341
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Interaction, etc. The study of conversation from such wide range of perspec-

tives suggests somehow its susceptibility to be approached from very different

points of view. Such susceptibility led us to put ourselves the question: Could

conversation be described in terms of Formal Languages?

When we have approached Grammar Systems Theory with the above

question in mind we have realized that many features characteristic of con-

versation, as coordination, cooperation, interaction, emergent behavior or dy-

namism, could be easily described by using the theory of Grammar Systems,

which could be precisely characterized for being a theory where notions as

the above are defined in a grammatical fashion. Other facts, as for example

importance of speakers and context whenever we are to describe conversation

and the presence of such same elements in the so-called Eco-Grammar Sys-

tems, as well as the action view of conversation defended by some authors

and easy to be captured with our theory, have helped us in reaffirming our

initial hypothesis that a formal language approach for conversation in terms

of Grammar Systems could be possible.

But maybe what has completely convinced us to propose a Grammar Sys-

tem account for .the most generalized form of talk has been to find in the

literature multi-agent system approaches to conversation. The question was

again the same: if several authors have suggested the suitability of intro-

ducing the concept of multi-agent system in the study of conversation -and

taking into account that Grammar Systems Theory has been characterized

as a formal language framework that provides syntactic models for describ-

ing multi-agent system at the symbolic level- maybe it is not a crazy idea

to propose a formal-language-theoretic model for conversation based on the

theory of Grammar Systems. We have afforded that challenge and the result

has been Conversational Grammar Systems.

Roughly speaking, Conversational Grammar Systems could be viewed as

a new variant of Grammar Systems very close to the so-called Eco-Grammar
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Systems, and presenting the following slight modifications:

« whereas in Eco-Grammar Systems environment and agents are given

by a particular variant of parallel language generative device, in Con-

versational Grammar Systems, we allow components to be represented

by arbitrary rewriting mechanisms such as generative grammars, in-

sertion/deletion rules, contextual grammars, grammars with context

conditions, etc.;

• while Eco-Grammar System is presented as a system of degree n for

n > 1, in Conversational Grammar Systems we require n to be n > 2 in

order to match the actual requirement of having at least two participants

in conversation;

• within Conversational Grammar Systems agents are endowed with an

internal control (start/stop conditions) that it is not present in agents

that compose an Eco-Grammar System;

• in Eco-Grammar Systems, current set of action rules of an agent de-

pends only on current state of agent (^,- : V* —> 2^'); Conversational

Grammar Systems, instead, define the set of actions rules according to

both environmental state and state of agent (f/>¿ : V¿ x V¿+ —> 2ñi);

• while in Eco-Grammar Systems evolution and action steps take place

simultaneously, some parts of the environment being affected by actions

and the remaining modified by evolution rules; in Conversational Gram-

mar Systems evolution and action alternate during the functioning of

the system;

• we have included in Conversational Grammar Systems different deriva-

tion modes that establish agent stop conditions. Such derivation modes

are not present in Eco-Grammar Systems;
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• another addition in Conversational Grammar Systems is definition of

styles of acceptance, this is, different conditions that a system must

fulfill in order to consider the derivation process terminated.

It is worth to emphasize, again, that every modification we have performed

on the model of Eco-Grammar Systems has been performed with the aim of

adapting our model to requirements and features of conversation. The result

of such modifications and additions has been the obtaining of a new variant

that could offer a suitable tool to describe conversation in terms of formal

languages.

As we have already said, Conversational Grammar Systems seems to offer

counterparts of some of the most relevant elements and mechanisms in con-

versation. Let us summarize some of those parallelisms and analogies that

could be established between our formal framework and actual conversation

and that would back up somehow our idea of applying Grammar Systems

Theory to conversational description.

We have seen that two essential elements in any conversation are partici-

pants and context. There is no conversation without the presence of at least

two parties and every conversational exchange must take place within some

time and space coordinates and under the assumption of some common knowl-

edge. If participants and context are essential in any conversation, agents and

environment are determinant in the building of our formal framework: they

are the elements that make up a Conversational Grammar Systems. A clear

analogy could be established, therefore, between participants and agents on

one hand, and context and environment on the other.

The string of symbols representing environment in our formal framework

could be considered to contain whatever information is necessary in order

to carry out a conversational exchange. This is, it would represent physical

circumstances (time and place) and common knowledge (linguistic and cul-

tural). At the same time -being the place where agents perform their actions-
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environment would contain every action performed by agents, this is, every

utterance performed during the talk exchange.

Following Bunt's view of conversation as a sequence of acts performed by

two or more agents that change current context, we have considered that en-

vironment is the place where agents perform their activity and that, therefore,

it is modified during the talk exchange due to agent actions. However, ac-

cording to the idea that not every aspect of context is modified by agents, but

that there are changes in context that are not directly attributable to agents

actions, we have endowed our environment with a set of evolution rules that

will account for any modification suffered by it and not produced by agents.

Agents in Conversational Grammar Systems are counterparts of partic-

ipants in conversation. They are represented by a string of symbols that

evolves during the derivation process, following in this way the idea that

whenever we participate in a conversation we modify somehow our knowl-

edge, beliefs, suppositions, etc. Such evolutions are due, of course, to what

is said throughout conversational act, this is the reason why we have made

depend evolution of agents on the state of the environment. But the most

important characteristic of participants in conversation is that they are the

sources of every utterance performed during the interchange. Since conversing

has been viewed by many authors as performing actions according to rules,

we have endowed our agents with a set of rules (-ñ¿) that allow them to act

on the environmental string, this is that enable them to utter sentences in

conversation.

As well as not every participant in conversation is speaking all the time,

in our framework agents are not active always. Those agents that are active

at a given moment could be considered as participants speaking currently in

conversation, while those agents that have an empty action rules set could be

counterparts of speakers that are not uttering sentences at that moment.

Summing up, by defining agent and environment in our system, we have
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wanted to capture in formal language terms two essential elements in any con-

versation: participants and context. Agents and environment present main

features of participants and context. They contain evolution rules that al-

low them to modify their states during the derivation process; number of

agents is variable; agents contain actions rules that allow them to act on the

environmental string modifying it.

Development of conversation has been understood, in our formal frame-

work, as a derivation process that alternate evolution and action steps. Evo-

lution accounts for such modification in the knowledge and beliefs of par-

ticipants, as well as changes in time and space coordinates during the talk

exchange. With action steps we have tried to capture the performance of ut-

terances during conversation. Such agent actions have as objective the change

of the environmental state -following always the possibility of understanding

conversation as a sequence of actions that change context.

Of course, agents in our formal framework as participants in conversation

are not completely free in applying whatever rule they want to, this is, they

cannot say anything. They are constrained by the state of the environment,

that is, they are constrained by what has been already said, what is currently

being said or what may or may not be said. What agents actually do in our

framework -and participants say in conversation- is determined by the choice

they make from among the many possible things they could do -say- in a

specific context. In order to capture such circumstance in conversation we

have added to our model a mapping that specifies a set of rules allowed at a

given point depending on the environmental state as well as on the state of

agent (i/),-).

After having defined development of conversation as a derivation process

in which evolution and action alternate, we have faced the issue of taking turns

at talk. In order to account for such important mechanism in conversation,

we have added to our Conversational Grammar Systems two formal devices:
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derivation modes and internal control. By means of those tools we could

control the alternance of turns at talk, since they establish stop and start

conditions and guarantee that change of speaker occurs.

Mappings (pi and ,̂- are very important in our framework. They accom-

plish several tasks in accounting for conversation:

• they control coherence during talk exchange by assuring that agents

evolve according to what is done in environmental state and that they

perform such actions that are allowed in a given context, this is, actions

that are coherent with what has been done previously in derivation

process;

• they make of Conversational Grammar Systems a dynamic, emergent

and flexible framework that could account for the emergence, dynamism

and lack of external control "characteristic of conversation;

• and finally, ^>¿ establishes action constraints -how the performance of an

action determines and constraints actions that can be performed iiext-

that could be compared with contraints put by adjacency pairs, reactive

pressures, dialogue obligations or any other similar notion.

The last stage in our accounting for conversation using Conversational

Grammar Systems has been to establish an analogy between closing conver-

sation and obtaining a terminal string in the derivation process. We have

defined diferent ways of closing a conversation by introducing three styles of

acceptance that consider a derivation terminated when there is some, every

or one agent that has reached a terminal string in its state.

We have seen as well that Conversational Grammar System could account

for features of conversation such as

« Speaker change recurs or at least occurs;
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• One party talks at a time;

• Transitions with no gap and no overlap are common;

• Turn order is not fixed;

• Turn size is not fixed;

• Length is not specified in advance;

• What parties say is not specified in advance;

• Corrections are allowed.

The result of the analogy established between conversation and Conver-

sational Grammar Systems, that endorses our proposal of applicability of

Grammar Systems Theory to description of conversation in terms of formal

language, is sketched in the following table: ;

Participants Ai , . . . ,

Context E

Rules to converse

Chang, time/space

Obtained data

Coherence

Dynamism

Adjacency Pairs

Turn-Taking

x

T¿, pi

* "/" ^^ K• u * -^ /v , < fc •
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Conv. Development

Current Speakers

Pauses, Lapses

Closings

Conv. Result

Action Steps

Evolution Steps

Active Agents

Blockage

(eœ), (a//), (one)

It is very important to stress that by describing conversations in terms of

Conversational Grammar Systems we do not want to make just a mathemat-

ical exercise. What we intent to do by proposing our model is to establish

an analogy between conversation and the formal framework, in such a way

that, if the analogy has been well established, results formally obtained from

Conversational Grammar System could be translated total or partially to con-

versation, and probably those results could help in our better understanding

of the matter. So, what we have tried to do has not been just an exercise,

it has not been to put in symbols what could be perfectly said in words.

We have intended to do something different: we have established an analogy

with the aim of obtaining new information about conversation by using a

mathematical theory. In few words, we have tried to do in Pragmatics, and

specifically in the study of conversation, what other disciplines have been

doing for several centuries: to use a mathematical model to obtain results

difficult to be reached in other ways.
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Of course, what we have done here is just the first step in such difficult

task of obtaining results from a formal theory. We have defined a new frame-

work and we have established an analogy between what actually happens in

conversation and the functioning of the formal model. Now -assuming that

such analogy could be correct- the task would consist in studying formally

Conversational Grammar Systems in such a way that results obtained from

such analysis could be interpreted in conversational terms providing, in this

way, new information for the study of such common type of talk.

Just in order to give an example of how results obtained from the formal

study of our model could be interpreted in terms of conversations, let us

considered the following case.

Eco-Rewriting Systems -and therefore Conversational Grammar Systems-

could be viewed as generalizations of other variants of Grammar Systems be-

cause of their general set-up. We could consider, for example, that Cooperat-

ing Distributed Grammar System is a particular case case of Eco-Rewriting

Systems 1. Taking into account that CDGS could be seen as a particular case

of Eco-Rewriting System, let see how we could interpret in conversational

terms some of the results already obtained in such theory.

CDGS with context-free grammars exhibit interesting properties. It is

shown in [Csuhaj-Varjú fe Dassow, 1990] that any language which can be

obtained by a context-free CDGS with components working under the t-

derivation mode can be obtained by a same kind of system with only three

components. In [Bordihn & Csuhaj-Varjú, 1996], it is proved that the same

result holds in the case of f'-derivation mode2.
1 As we have seen in section 2,2, a CD Grammar System consists of several phrase struc-

ture grammars that cooperate in the interest of generating words of a language. Grammars

derive sentential forms of word in turns, according to some previously fixed cooperation

strategy, In terms of Eco-Rewriting Systems, grammars are agents, and sentential form in

generation corresponds to the changing state of the environment.
2A grammar under the t' derivation mode can leave the generation iff it is not able to
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The above results could be interpreted in terms of conversations in the fol-

lowing way: for any conversation with participants having sufficiently complex

knowledge and abilities (context-free grammars) and following the strategy

that each participant continues speaking till he is able to contribute to the

discussion, there can be a similar conversation with the same result where

the number of participants is at most three. The same statement holds, if

participants follow the strategy of stopping their speech when they are only

repeating the same things (¿'-derivation mode).

That case is just one example of the way in which results obtained from a

formal framework could be interpreted in terms of conversations. We consider

that Conversational Grammar System offers quite consistent analogies with

conversation for thinking that it could be possible to obtain interesting results

for the study of conversation by means of the formal analysis of the framework

we have proposed. Such possibility shows how Grammar Systems Theory

could be applied to the study of conversation and how such application could

offer a new perspective from which conversation could be analyzed.

15.2 Future Work

As we have already said, definition of Conversational Grammar Systems and

setting-up of analogies and parallelisms between our framework and conver-

sation is just the first stage in the formal language approach to conversation.

Many research directions remain open.

In first place, it is very important to start the formal analysis of Conver-

sational Grammar Systems. Such study could reveal very interesting results

that could be, afterwards, interpreted in conversational terms.

derive a word different from the actual one.
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Another open research direction in Conversational Grammar System could

be to extend the model by adding tools that could account for mechanisms

in conversation that we have not considered here. For example, we could add

some device in order to capture the conversational mechanism for entrance

of new participants and exit of current ones. We could, also, introduce the

notion of team -already present in Grammar Systems Theory- in order to

account for 'two-party' conversations where participants divide themselves

up into teams of some sort, and alternate according to team membership, in

such a way that in first place one team talks -a whole series of persons might

talk for that team-, then the other team, etc. Very interesting could be, as

well, to consider the possibility of the schism of one conversation into inore

than one conversation. Such mechanisms could operate when at least four

agents were present, and it could be very useful whenever a big number of

agents participate in the process.

The above are just some ideas of how we could continue the research

on Conversational Grammar Systems. At first sight, and given the analogy

that can be established, it seems that the application of Grammar Systems

Theory to conversation -via Conversational Grammar Systems- could reveal

itself as quite useful, and could offer a formal-language-theoretic model for

conversation.
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Part IV

Cultural Grammar Systems
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Chapter 16

Introduction

'Human evolution cannot be understood as a purely biological

process, nor can it be adequately described as a history of culture.

It is the interaction of biology and culture. There exist a feedback

between biological and cultural processes.' Dobzhansky, 1962.

16.1 What?

If there is an obvious fact is that man is the product of gene pools and

culture. Human beings are both biological and cultural organisms, they are

possessed of these two major information systems. If there is something that

makes the human being unique, this is that complex interaction between its

biology and its culture. That truism has originated several scientific debates

in very different fields, such as Ethology, Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology,

etc., about the type and degree of interaction between culture and biology.

Different scholars have given causal priority to one element or another. But

if we want to make clear that human evolution is the product of genes and

culture we need models which explicitly link both elements.

355
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Following the research line opened by Artificial Life -where organisms hav-

ing metabolism, reproduction, evolution, interaction with the environment,

birth and death have been simulated using symbolic models, already devel-

oped by the mathematical foundation of Computer Science, as Lindenmayer

systems, cellular automata and grammatical models in general- and taking

into account that Grammar Systems Theory has already revealed itself as

an useful tool to formalize real life-like features of an ecosystem through the

so-called Eco-Grammar Systems, we will introduce a model that could give

account of not only the biology of living beings, but also of the cultural inher-

itance present in a specific type of them, namely human beings.

Following the example of fields as Evolutionary Computation -that had

mainly focused in the process of natural selection and genetics and that re-

cently has introduced culture in their models- and taking as a starting point

Eco-Grammar Systems, we will try to answer to that demand of models

linking genes and culture by proposing a grammatical framework that could

account for evolution of culture and that could explicitly link those two types

of inheritance systems present in human evolution.

The framework we propose could be viewed as a variant of the so-called

Eco-Grammar Systems, since it takes as a basis this formal framework adding

some new elements and relationships in order to account for cultural change.

The grammatical framework we want to propose is rooted, thus, in the

theory of formal grammars and specifically in the subfield of Grammar Sys-

tems Theory, of course. In order to stress these roots, we will call our model

Cultural Grammar Systems.

16.2 Why?

The reason that leads us to propose Cultural Grammar Systems is the same

that we have been stating all along this dissertation: the aim of showing the
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possible applicability of Grammar Systems Theory.

If we succeed in proving that our Cultural Grammar Systems could for-

mally account for cultural change, and if we are able to show that this gram-

matical model could capture the main features pointed out by scholars work-

ing in the field of cultural evolution -in spite of the abstraction and sim-

plification that every fomalization implies, we will have demonstrated again

that Grammar Systems Theory is not only a fully developed formal frame-

work, very attractive from the formal language theoretic point of view, but

that it could be also a theory of a great utility in fields often far from, any

formalization as can be cultural change.

Another good reason for trying to describe cultural change in terms of

Grammar Systems is to show the possible applicability of that theory to

another area in the field of language study, namely linguistic evolution. If we

take into account that language is a part of culture, we will have good reasons

to think that the theory -in this case Cultural Grammar Systems- applicable

to one should be applicable to the other. So, if we were able to describe

cultural evolution in terms of Grammar Systems, we are almost sure that we

could be able to describe language evolution as well, being in this way in the

line of our initial intention of showing that Grammar Systems Theory could

be a really useful tool in describing a great number of linguistic matters, from

syntax to pragmatics including, why not?, language change.

16.3 How?

Cultural Grammar Systems part will be organized into five chapters.

Chapter 17 briefly presents Cultural Algorithms as a theory that has

greatly motivated the development of Cultural Grammar Systems.

Chapter 18 tries to provide an approximate idea of culture. It offers differ-
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358 CHAPTER 16. INTRODUCTION

ent definitions of such notion, presents some of the concepts that have been

suggested as units of culture and individuates some of the properties that

have been attributed to that object of study. In its last section, different

models of gene-culture interaction are briefly reviewed.

Chapter 19 introduces Cultural Grammar Systems. We afford the presen-

tation of our formal framework in two steps:

1. first we build the model, component by component, trying to justify

always the reasons that lead us to introduce any element or relationship

among them;

2. in a second step, we formalize the model. Again we carry out the

formalization element by element and relationship by relationship in

order to make, always, clear why we have opted for one formalization

or another. :

We end the chapter by bringing together picture and formal definitions of

our Cultural Grammar Systems and by offering a formal example.

Chapter 20 presents a sort of example by applying Cultural Grammar

Systems to language evolution. After few words about language change, we

try to broadly describe evolution or change in natural languages using the

formal framework of Ctiltural Grammar Systems.

And finally, Chapter 21 presents conclusions and future work.
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Chapter 17

Cultural Algorithms

To understand any new model it is necessary, I think, to present the theories

that have strongly motivated it, of course. But it is also a need, in my

oppinion, to refer to those models that even thotigh not being in the real

basis of the new variant have contributed somehow to the definition of it,

even if that influence has taken place just because reading some literature

has helped to think in the possibility of making some modifications of our

ideas, modifications that can -and often do- lead us to the definition of a new

model.

In our case, the theory that has strongly motivated the definition of Cul-

tural Grammar Systems has been, of course, Grammar Systems Theory, and

especifically a subfield of this theory: Eco-Grammar Systems. In fact, Cul-

tural Grammar Systems, as it will be shown, take as a basis the formal frame-

work of Eco-Grammar Systems and add some new features to account for

evolution of culture.

However, very important to the definition of our new variant has been the

theory of Cultural Algorithms. In fact, it was the readings about this new

research area the ones that lead us to think about the possibility of modifiyiiig

the theory of Eco-Grammar Systems in such a way that it was able to account

359
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360 CHAPTER 17. CULTURAL ALGORITHMS

for cultural evolution.

So, taking into account the importance that Cultural Algorithms had in

the developing of Cultural Grammar Systems, a brief presentation of this

theory is in order.

17.1 Introduction

In 1960 Evolutionary Computation (cfr. [Back, Hammel & Sclrwefel, 1997])

was conceived as a method for generating artificial intelligence with the intend

being to solve challenging real-world problems. In a broad sense, Evolutionary

Computation is defined by Reynolds as

'The metaphorical use of concepts, principles and mechanisms

extracted from our understanding of how natural systems evolve,

to help solve complex computational problems. ' [Reynolds, 1994,

p. 131].

Since 1960 Evolutionary Computation has been applied to a sizeable num-

ber of problem domains with a high degree of success. Research in evolution-

ary computation has focused mainly in the process of natural selection and

genetics. But, it has been frequently suggested that cultural evolution enables

human beings to evolve or adapt to their environment at rates that exceed

that of biological evolution. It is this idea the one that brings people working

in this field to propose models of Cultural Evolution in order to isolated the

reasons that lead culture to evolve faster that genetics and use them to solve

very large-scale computational problems.

Researchers working in that field have attempted to model the cultural

evolution process from two different perspectives:
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17.2. CULTURAL ALGORITHMS 361

1. a micro-evolutionary perspective, where the concern is on the transmis-

sion of behavioral traits exhibited by individuals in a cultural setting,

and

2. a macro-evolutionary perspective, in terms of the formation of general-

ized beliefs based upon individual experiences.

But it seems that to consider those two perspectives isolated is not enough

to explain the rapid rate of cultural evolution observed in the real world.

Hence, in order to investigate the interaction between these two levels from a

computational point of view, a dual-inheritance model -the so-called cultural

algorithms- has been introduced.

So, Cultural Algorithms are developed to provide a computational model

for cultural evolution -as described by authors like [Boyd & Richerson, 1985]

[Durham, 1991, Cavalli-Sforza &; Feldman, 1981] - where information is in-

herited at both the trait and the belief levels, being the two levels intercon-

nected by a protocol that allows both to interact in a structured manner (cfr.

[Reynolds, 1994, Reynolds, Brown fe Abinoja, 1994, Reynolds & Maletic, 1994,

Zannoni & Reynolds, 1997]).

17.2 Cultural Algorithms

As we have seen in the previous section, Cultural Algorithms provide a set-

ting in which the causes for the faster rate of change in cultural level are

isolated and exploited to accelerate the problem-solving, and can be gener-

ally defined as a dual-inheritance system that provides for interaction and

mutual cooperation of two distinct levels of evolution.

Roughly speaking, cultural algorithms can be described in terms of three

basic components:
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1. a, population space,

2. a belief space, and

3. a communication protocol.

State of the population space is expressed as the set of active individu-

als. At any given time step in the model there are a set of individuals in the

population space, each described in terms of a set of traits or behaviours and a

mappa (understood in the sense of Renfrew as the 'symbolization of individu-

als past experience and forecasts concerning future experiences or generalized

description of their experiences.') Individual mappa can be merged and mod-

ified to form group mappa. And this group mappa serve to direct the future

actions of the group and its individual. Operators for the modification of

traits and mappa can be generic (problem independent) or problem specific.

Traits can be lost from the population or added. Symbols that are used to

represent mappa can be forgotten and new symbols added. Representation of

the trait sequences and the mappa can themselves evolve as a result of group

experiences.

Performance of each individual in solving a set of selected problems is

evaluated. Each individual will produce a generalized mappa of their experi-

ence during this time period, this process is called outlining. An individual's

mappa can be merged with currently existing group mappa in the belief space

if conditions for one merged operation are met. If it cannot merge, it remains

separate for that time step in the belief space. When mappa are merged,

performances of individuals associated with them are combined in some fash-

ion. If combined performance of a mappa is less than some acceptable level,

then that mappa is discarded or pruned from that belief space. Population

is used to generate a new population through the selection of individuals to

be parents for the next generation. Those parents are used to evolve a new

population via the application of various modification operators. The process
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is inherently parallel since it is possible that there can be many group mappa

residing in the belief space, each supported by a subset of the current pop-

ulation and exploiting some niche or portion of the current problem solving

environment.

The belief space contains generalizations of individuals' experiences.

The adjusted belief space at a given time step is the set of currently accept-

able group mappa. Information is collected about the behavior of selected

population members in each generation and stored in the belief set. This is

done by means of a communication protocol which interconnects popttlation

and belief spaces. The current state of the belief space can be used to modify

the performance of individuals in the population, modify the set of allowable

traits, etc.

The most used protocol is the so-called Vote-Inherit-Promote. The func-

tioning of this protocol is explained by Reynolds & Maletic as follows:

'Individuals VOTE for belief that they represent. This allows

the system to prone away beliefs associated with unsuccessful indi-

viduals and explore those parts of the space likely to yield individu-

als with acceptable performance using a specified search heuristic.

Once the belief space, has been adjusted to reflect the performance

of the current population, individuals in that population INHERIT

a performance factor that reflects the acceptability of the beliefs

that each represents or PROMOTES. Once the score of the in-

dividuals has been augmented via the promote phase, individuals

are reproduced and modified using traditional genetic operations. '

[Reynolds & Maletic, 1994, p. 143].

As it can be seen, a macroevolutionary process takes place within the be-

lief space which provides a framework for representing the global knowledge

stores as beliefs. On the other hand, a microevolutionary process occurs at
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the population level, which can be implemented as any evolutionary system,

such as evolutionary programming, evolution strategies, genetic algorithms

and genetic programming. The protocol allows the two modes of inheritance

-micro-evolutionary and macro-evolutionary level- supported by Cultural Al-

gorithms to interact in a structured manner. How the current belief space

affects the population of individuals and how individuals in turn affect the be-

lief space is mediated by the nature of this communication channel or protocol

that interconnect them.

17.3 Other Theories Including Culture

We have seen in the above section that within the field of Evolutionary Com-

putation -where Genetic Algorithms were a vividly research area- a new type

of computational framework that takes into consideration the features of cul-

ture is introduced, given rise to the theory of Cultural Algorithms.

Something similar happens in the area of Artificial Life. Artificial Life is

defined by Langton as 'the study of man-made systems that exhibits behaviors

characteristic of natural living systems. ' [Langton, 1989]. Its major goal is to

create and study artificial organisms that mimic natural organisms. Taking

as starting point Artificial Life and considering again culture, [Gessler, 1994]

introduces something called Arficial Culture. Artificial Culture has been de-

veloped -according to Gessler- in order to develop and test theory of cultural

evolution. The goal of this theory is, in Gessler words,

'To create a population of dynamically evolving terrain- based

mobile autonomous agents serving as a complex of multiple in-

teracting hypotheses for understanding human cultural behavior. '

[Gessler, 1994, p. 433].
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We can find, as well, mathematical theories applied to cultural change.

[Cavalli-Sforza fe Feldman, 1981] model is just an example. We find several

attempts to bring mathematical techniques to bear on the phenomena of

culture change in [Renfrew & Cooke, 1979]. Optimization models, dynamical

systems, catastrophe theory and other mathematical models are used with

the aim of explaining cultural evolution. In [Gabora, 1995, Gabora, 1996], a

computational model of cultural evolution is proposed.

So, if several mathematical -and then, formal- tools have been applied

to explain cultural evolution; if starting from Genetic Algorithms we can

arrive to Cultural Algorithms by considering cultural change; if starting from

Artificial Life we can get something call Artificial Culture; why not to obtain

from Eco-Grammar Systems -a formal theoretic model- Cultural Grammar

Systems?
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